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ABSTRACT
Context. Far infrared cooling of excited gas around protostars has been predominantly studied in the context of pointed observations.
Large scale spectral maps of star forming regions enable the simultaneous, comparative study of the gas excitation around an ensemble
of sources at a common frame of reference, therefore providing direct insights in the multitude of physical processes involved.
Aims. We employ extended spectral-line maps to decipher the excitation, the kinematical and dynamical processes in NGC1333
as revealed by a number of different molecular and atomic lines, aiming to set a reference for the applicability and limitations of
difference tracers in constraining particular physical processes.
Methods.We reconstruct line maps for H2, CO, H2O and [C i] using data obtained with the Spitzer/IRS spectrograph and the Herschel
HIFI and SPIRE instruments. We compare the morphological features revealed in the maps and derive the gas excitation conditions
for regions of interest employing LTE and non-LTE methods. We also calculate the kinematical and dynamical properties for each
outflow tracer in a consistent manner, for all observed outflows driven by protostars in NGC 1333. We finally measure the water
abundance in outflows with respect to carbon monoxide and molecular hydrogen.
Results. CO and H2 are highly excited around B-stars and at lower levels trace protostellar outflows. H2O emission is dominated by
a moderately fast component associated with outflows. H2O also displays a weak, narrow-line component in the vicinity of B-stars
associated to their UV field. This narrow component it is also present in a handful of outflows, indicating UV radiation generated
in shocks. Intermediate J CO lines appear brightest at the locations traced by the narrow H2O component, indicating that beyond
the dominating collisional processes, a secondary, radiative excitation component can also be active. The morphology, kinematics,
excitation and abundance variations of water are consistent with its excitation and partial dissociation in shocks. Water abundance
ranges between 5 × 10−7 and ∼ 10−5, with the lower values being more representative. Water is brightest and most abundant around
IRAS 4A which is consistent with the latter hosting a hot corino source. [C i] traces dense and warm gas in the envelopes surrounding
protostars. Outflow mass flux is highest for CO and decreases by one and two orders of magnitude for H2 and H2O, respectively.
Conclusions. Large scale spectral line maps can provide unique insights into the excitation of gas in star-forming regions. Comparative
analysis of line excitation and morphologies at different locations allows to decipher the dominant excitation conditions in each region
but also isolate exceptional cases.
Key words. Stars:formation – ISM: jets and outflows – ISM: kinematics and dynamics – ISM: atoms &molecules – ISM: abundances
– ISM: individual objects: NGC 1333
1. Introduction
Since the discovery of Herbig-Haro objects, emission lines trac-
ing protostellar jets and outflows have acted as beacons witness-
ing the formation of stars. Over the course of the last couple of
decades a series of infrared and millimeter/submillimeter facil-
ities with increasing sensitivity enabled the detection of many
new lines from increasingly complex molecular species. These
detections testify that the surroundings of protostars are not only
dynamically active, but also chemically complex. The study of
emission lines provides us with means to understand the physi-
cal, kinematical, and dynamical conditions of the emitting gas.
When combined with spatial information in spectral line maps
they become essential tools to decipher the complex interplay
between different physical components that lead to the forma-
tion of stars.
Emission lines provide efficient cooling of gas that can be ex-
cited through various energetic processes such as the interaction
with energetic radiation or the action of supersonic shocks. Lines
emitted in the mid- and far-infrared part of the spectrum provide
efficient cooling mechanisms of the gas in dense environments
around protostars where extinction from the protostellar enve-
lope is very high. Surveys of the environment around protostars
with infrared space facilities such as the Herschel Space Obser-
vatory and the Spitzer Space telescope, have revealed that the
major coolants of excited gas are lines from molecules (H2 CO,
H2O), atoms (O, S) and ions (Fe
+, Si+) (e.g., Karska et al. 2018;
Green et al. 2013). The contribution of each line in different pro-
cesses however remains unclear and it is hindered by instrumen-
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Fig. 1. Spectral line map of the H2 S(1) pure rotational transition observed with Spitzer/IRS tracing gas excited in outflows and photon-dominated
regions in NGC1333. Positions of Class 0 and I sources in the star-forming region are indicated with filled circles and triangles, respectively. Filled
star-symbols mark the position of the B stars 03269+3111 and BD+30459 in the field. Dashed frames delineate the extent of the regions mapped
with Herschel HIFI and SPIRE that are discussed in the following sections. The extent of the PACS maps presented in Paper I is also shown for
reference.
tal limitations in terms of sensitivity, angular and spectral reso-
lution, and spatial coverage.
Aiming to observe a large sample of sources during the
limited lifetime of cryogenically cooled space missions, spec-
tra are taken with a single observation, pointed on the source.
In a few cases, small scale maps covering the protostar along
with its outflows have provided valuable information on the
great diversity of excitation mechanisms that can be revealed by
the spatial association of different molecular and atomic trac-
ers. Such an example is the case of HH211 that was mapped
with Spitzer/IRS and Herschel/PACS spectrographs (Tappe et al.
(2008); Dionatos et al. (2010a) and Dionatos et al. (2018), re-
spectively), where the morphological diversity of the emission
patterns from different molecules have helped us to backtrace
the prevailing excitation processes.
Large scale spectral maps of star forming regions are even
more scarce However such observations can help us study star-
formation consistently for a number of individual objects and
at the same time the influence of the assembly of forming stars
onto their environment. The only case for which such maps exist
in the mid- and far-IR are for the NGC1333 star forming re-
gion that has been observed with Spitzer/IRS (Maret et al. 2009)
and Herschel/PACS (Dionatos & Güdel 2017). In this paper we
present Herschel HIFI and SPIRE maps of NGC1333 comple-
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mented with additional Spitzer/IRS maps not included in the
original work by Maret et al. (2009), aiming to understand kine-
matic and energetic properties of protostellar jets and outflows.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we report on the re-
duction of the data and in Sect. 3 we discuss the morphology of
the reconstructed emission line maps. Analysis of the data is then
discussed Sect. 4, where we derive the excitation conditions and
the outflow kinematical and dynamical properties, along with es-
timations of the water abundance. In Sect. 5 we discuss our re-
sults, aiming to set a reference for the usage and limitations of
of different tracers in constraining the jet and outflow properties.
Finally, a summary is provided in Sect. 6
2. Observations and data reduction
2.1. Spitzer IRS
Spitzer maps employed in this work belong to two differ-
ent observing programs with identification numbers (ID) 116
and 20378. Observations were obtained on the 6th of March
2006 and between March and September 2006 for ID 116 and
20378, respectively. Data were retrieved from the Spitzer Her-
itage Archive (SHA1). Observations from program 116 employ
the long-wavelength, low-resolution (LL, 13.9-39.9µm) module
of the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS) in slit-scan mode to cover
an area of 23.96′× 17.61′ and are presented in this work for
the first time (see Fig. 1). Observations from program 20378
employ the short-wavelength, low-resolution (SL, 5.1-14.2µm),
short-wavelength high resolution (SH, 9.9-19.5µm) and long-
wavelength high-resolution (LH, 18.8-37.1µm) IRS modules
have been presented and discussed in Maret et al. (2009). SL
module maps cover an area of 13.9 ′× 9.1′, while the SH and LH
cover 9.86 ′× 5.91′ and 9.36 ′× 8.47′, respectively. The high res-
olution IRS modules can produce higher quality maps compared
to the low resolution ones. However the SH maps leave an unob-
served gap at the center of the cluster and provide a rather limited
coverage. The LH maps on the other hand, with the exception of
the central cluster region are sparse and do not provide a com-
plete spatial coverage (see Maret et al. 2009). For those reasons
we based our analysis mostly on the low-resolution modules and
used the high resolution ones in regions where they could pro-
vide complete coverage. All data were initially reduced using the
CUBISM software (Smith et al. 2007) and rogue pixels were re-
moved using spectra from emission-free areas of the maps. Fur-
ther processing to produce line maps included gaussian-line fit-
ting after removing a first or second order polynomial baseline.
2.2. Herschel HIFI
Observations were retrieved from the Herschel Science
Archive (HSA2) and were obtained on the 2nd of February
2012. The Heterodyne Instrument for the Far-Infrared (HIFI;
de Graauw et al. 2010) onboard the Herschel Space Observa-
tory (Pilbratt et al. 2010) was used in on-the-fly (OTF) mapping
mode to scan the star-forming region NGC1333 at Nyquist spa-
tial sampling. From the Wide-Band Spectrometer (WBS) back-
end providing a ∼4 GHz bandwidth the sub-band 1a was used to
observe the H2O line at 557 GHz. The resulting map covers a re-
gion of 13.64′× 6.48′ while the pixel size at the frequency of the
H2O line at 557 GHz is 18.6
′′. The corresponding instrumental
half-power beam width is ∼37.5′′. HIFI data were reduced using
1 https://sha.ipac.caltech.edu
2 http://archives.esac.esa.int/hsa/whsa/
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Fig. 2. Characteristic examples of H2O 110 − 101 line profiles from dif-
ferent regions across NGC 1333 observed with HIFI. Velocity scale is
shifted so that the source velocity is at 0 km s−1 From bottom to top: red-
shifted lobe to the north of IRAS 4A/B complex (black), blue-shifted
emission to the south of IRAS 2A (blue), on-source emission from
IRAS4A (green), and from the surroundings of the B-star 03260+3111
to the north (red).
HIPE version 15.0.3244 using calibration file HIFI_CAL_25_0.
HIFI line maps were created using home-grown pipelines. In
these, the line intensity and line-centroid velocity shifts for each
spaxel were determined through fitting a gaussian after subtract-
ing a first- or second-order polynomial baseline. The coverage
of the HIFI maps is presented in Fig. 1.
2.3. Herschel SPIRE
Observations were obtained between August 27th and 28th 2013
and data records were also retrieved from the HSA. The Spec-
tral and Photometric Imaging Receiver (SPIRE; Griffin et al.
2010) onboard the Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al.
2010) was used in spectral raster mode at the intermediate sam-
pling rate resulting in one beam spatial sampling. The SPIRE
spectrograph consists of two modules, the Spectrograph Short
Wavelengths (SSW) module covering from 191 to 318µm and
the Spectrograph Long Wavelengths (SLW) module ranging be-
tween 294 and 671µm. The sampling rate results in spectral
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Fig. 3. HIFI maps of the broad and narrow 110 − 101 H2O line components (left and central panels, respectively). The right-hand panel presents a
velocity map corresponding to the gaussian centroid-shift for the broad component that reflects the motion for the bulk of the outflowing gas.
maps with a spaxel size of 19′′ and 35′′ for the SSW and SLW
modules, respectively, while the total coverage of the combined
raster maps extends to an area of ∼ 13′× 13′, shown in Fig. 1.
SPIRE data were reduced in HIPE version 15.0.3244 using the
standard pipeline for extended sources with the SPIRE calibra-
tion dataset spire_cal_13_1, including apodization. Beyond ba-
sic reduction, SPIRE data were further processed with home-
grown routines. As with the other data, line maps were con-
structed by fitting a gaussian to each line of interest after sub-
tracting a first order polynomial baseline.
3. Line-emission morphology
3.1. IRS maps
In Fig.1 we present the angular distribution of the H2 S(1) rota-
tional transition at 17 µm. The H2 map has a much larger cov-
erage and provides higher contrast when compared to the maps
obtained with the high resolution IRS modules of the same line
(seeMaret et al. 2009). In addition, spectral-line maps are not af-
fected by continuum and scattered light emission as seen in the
IRAC bands (Gutermuth et al. 2008) providing a clearer view
of the excited gas. Morphologically, the H2 emission peaks at
the position of the B star 03260+3111 to the north-east and
has a secondary peak surrounding BD+30459 that resembles
an extended shell. At lower levels, molecular hydrogen delin-
eates most known protostellar outflows, with the ones clustered
around the SVS13 system being the most prominent. The mor-
phology of the H2 emission is very similar to that of the [O i]
maps presented in Dionatos & Güdel (2017) (hereafter Paper I)
indicating that most of the molecular hydrogen is excited in the
same shock interfaces as atomic oxygen. Finally, the H2 emis-
sion extends far to the south, beyond the regions covered with
any of the Herschel instruments discussed in the following para-
graphs.
3.2. HIFI maps
The profile of the H2O 110−101 line presents a wide morpholog-
ical diversity when observed at different locations of NGC1333.
Four representative line profiles are shown in Fig. 2. The lower
two spectra at the bottom of Fig. 2 present wide, high-velocity
line-wings extending to velocities of ± 50 km s−1. In striking
contrast, the emission line-profile at the top of Fig. 2 is very
narrow with a width of just 2-3 km s−1 residing at the velocity
of local standard of rest of the cloud (vlsr). The second spec-
trum below the top appears to be combining both high velocity
wings and a very narrow peak combined with a very narrow ab-
sorption feature close to vlsr. The wide morphological diversity
of the 110 − 101 H2O line at different locations of NGC1333
was first reported based on observations with the Submillimeter
Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS) (Bergin et al. 2003). Similar
morphological characteristics based on Herschel pointed obser-
vations around the protostellar sources IRAS 2A, IRAS 4A and
IRAS 4B have also been reported in Kristensen et al. (2012) and
Mottram et al. (2014), where these authors further decompose
the high velocity wings into a broad and a medium velocity com-
ponents.
The integrated intensity map of the H2O 110 − 101 line is
presented in the left panel of Fig. 3. Water emission appears
to bright at the center and the south of NGC1333, tracing the
general outflow morphology as recovered in the H2 maps of
Fig. 1 but also the CO maps of Plunkett et al. (2013), and the
jet morphology revealed by [O i] Paper I. To the north, water
does not follow the emission pattern seen in the maps of all other
molecules and atoms, which peak around the B stars to the north-
east, and instead shows intensity maxima in the surroundings of
the protostellar system IRAS 4A/B to the south-east. When map-
ping the emission corresponding only to the very narrow compo-
nent (Fig. 2), the morphology changes drastically. Presented in
the central panel of Fig. 3, the narrow component peaks in the
vicinity of the B-stars to the north and shows secondary maxima
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Fig. 4. SPIRE spectral-line maps of the 12CO ladder observed with the long- and short-wavelength modules (upper and central panels, respectively). 13 CO maps observed with the long-wavelength
module are presented at the lower panel.
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around the Herbig-Haro objects HH7-11 and HH12, in line with
the emission pattern traced in the line maps of other species. It is
worth noting that the narrow component around the IRAS 4A/B
system, appears to be rather weak despite it being present in the
line profile (Fig. 2). The narrow component represents a small
fraction of the total water emission and the peak intensity in
the narrow-component maps is more than an order of magni-
tude lower than the maximum intensity of the fast component.
While the water lines observed with HIFI are well resolved, their
compound profiles make it complex to retrieve information on
the overall gas motions. To this end, we fit the water lines with
gaussian curves and calculate the velocity shift of the gaussian
centroids, as this method provides to a high accuracy the mo-
tions for the bulk of the gas in outflows (see also Paper I, for a
detailed description of the method).
In the right hand panel of Fig. 3 we present the velocity-
shift map based on the the gaussian-line centroids for the broad
line component. Peak velocities for the bulk of the gas reach
∼ ±15 km s−1, however maxima do not seem correlate with the
peak of the broad H2O emission shown in the left-most panel
of Fig. 3. When emission is binned in velocity channel maps
(Fig. A.1), then water in the line-wings can exceed 30 km s−1.
At those velocities emission mainly traces fast material in the
outflows of IRAS 4A and IRAS2A in the south.
In Fig. A.2 we present the line map of a serendipitous de-
tection of a line centered at 558.9515GHz which possibly corre-
sponds to emission from acetone ((CH3)2CO) or methyl-formate
(CH3OCHO). The line profile is narrow and integrated emis-
sion levels are low and comparable to those reached by the nar-
row H2O component. Line emisison peaks at the locations of
known protostellar sources (e.g., IRAS4A/B, IRAS 2A, HH12)
and provides evidence of active chemistry in the extended en-
velopes of young stellar objects.
3.3. SPIRE maps
In Fig. 4 we present maps for a series of CO transitions detected
with the SPIRE spectrograph. The top row includes 12CO maps
ranging from Jup = 4 to Jup = 8 observed with the SLW module
while the middle panel continues with maps for transitions with
Jup from 9 to 13 detected with the SSWmodule. The lower panel
displays maps of 13CO maps with Jup between 5 and 8 (at the
resolution of the SLWmodule). Brightness scale is kept constant
across all maps of Fig. 4 in order to facilitate direct comparisons.
Lower J, 12COmaps are rather featureless with the exception
of the HH7-11 outflow which stands out as a bright emission re-
gion in all cases. Integrated emission maps at low J CO transi-
tions are dominated by the optically thick component and cannot
differentiate the fast moving gas in outflows (e.g., Dionatos et al.
2010b). At Jup = 7 two additional peaks of emission become ap-
parent around the B star 03260+3111 in the north and in the
vicinity of HH12. At Jup = 9 and above more features become
increasingly apparent and combined with the higher resolution
provided by the SSW module, the shapes of most outflows can
readily be recognized (see also Fig. 6).
13CO maps possess a very different morphology when com-
pared with the corresponding 12CO maps of the same upper
level. 13CO shows an outstanding peak of emission around
source 03260+3111 with a secondary peak around SVS13. The
difference in the morphology revealed by the two CO isotopo-
logues most likely reflects differences in the excitation and opti-
cal depth that seems to vary significantly between, for example,
the B-star 03260+3111 and the Herbig-Haro object HH 7-11.
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Fig. 5. SPIRE maps of the lowest energy transitions of [C i] observed
with the long-wavelength module. Upper panel shows the map corre-
sponding to the fundamental transition [C i] (3P0 -
3P1) at 610 µm while
the lower panel displays the map corresponding to the first transition
(3P1 -
3P2) centered at 370.4 µm (∼492 and 809GHz respectively). To
enable comparisons, the [C ii] emission from Paper I is superimposed in
the lower panel (orange contours).
A visual inspection between the maps at the limit where no new
structures appear in higher J maps suggests that most of the12CO
emission becomes optically thin at Jup ∼ 8. This value is consis-
tent with the findings of Yang et al. (2018) which are based on
detailed radiative transfer models applied on a number of differ-
ent star-forming regions.
In Fig. 5 we present the distribution of the emission of [C i].
The lowest energy transition (3P0 -
3P1) appears to have a more
homogeneous, distributed morphology resembling that of the
lowest J CO transitions. The maps of the first excited level (3P1
- 3P2) appear to have a more pronounced contrast between the
regions around protostars and the surrounding medium. Com-
paring the v maps to the distribution of its singly ionized state
[C ii], presented in Paper I, we find that the distributions of
the two atomic tracers are very different. [C ii] is clearly trac-
ing the photon-dominated region around the B-star 03260+3111
whereas [C i] highlights higher density regions, possibly ex-
tended envelopes, surrounding embedded protostars.
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Fig. 6. SPIRE map with superposition of the elliptical regions adopted
from Plunkett et al. (2013), which are used to calculate the CO and H2
outflow properties in a consistent manner.
4. Analysis
In the following sections we estimate the prevalent excitation
conditions responsible for the molecular line emission, and de-
rive the kinematical and dynamical properties for the gas carried
out, as traced by the different outflow tracers. In order to enable
comparisons between this work and the results from Paper I and
Plunkett et al. (2013), in the following sections we assume the
same driving sources and use the same elliptical outflow loci as
defined in Plunkett et al. (2013). These are shown for reference
in Fig. 6, superimposed on the CO (9-8) line map.
4.1. Excitation conditions of H2 and CO
The physical conditions driving the excitation of excited gas can
be directly constrained by means of excitation diagrams. These
diagrams display the logarithm of the column density over the
statistical weight as a function of the upper level energy for a
range of transitions of a species. Assuming that the gas is ther-
malized and the medium is optically thin, a straight line can be
fitted to excitation diagram points, thus determining the rota-
tional temperature (Trot) of the gas from the inverse slope and
the total column density from the intercept (e.g., Dionatos et al.
2013; Yang et al. 2018). In the case of molecular hydrogen, we
can also estimate the ortho-to-para ratio (OPR) and the opti-
cal depth using deviations from the assumed linear distribution
of data points on the excitation diagrams. In particular, devia-
tions of the ortho-to-para ratio from the equilibrium value of 3
will appear as vertical displacements between the ortho and para
transitions forming a “saw-tooth” pattern. The ortho-to-para ra-
tio can be best determined by examining the alignment of the
S(5) with the neighboring S(4) and S(6) rotational H2 transitions
(Dionatos et al. 2010a), however due to the limited sensitivity
of the IRS maps at shorter wavelengths we compare the align-
ment of the S(1) to the S(0) and S(2) transitions. In addition, the
H2 S(3) transition at 9.7 µm is sensitive to the amount of dust
along the line of sight, being located within a wide-band sili-
cate absorption feature at the same wavelength; consequently, a
visual extinction value can be estimated by comparing the dis-
placement of this line with in relation to the S(2) and S(4) tran-
sitions (e.g. Dionatos et al. 2009). Using these extinction esti-
mations we deredden the H2 lines using the extinction law of
Chapman et al. (2009) before deriving any measurements from
the excitation diagrams.
An example of an H2 excitation diagram is provided in Fig. 7
while diagrams for all outflow lobes are provided in AppendixA.
Excitation temperatures, column densities, ortho-to-para ratio
and visual extinction values derived from the excitation analysis
are summarized in Table 1. As a general trend the H2 emissions
can be well approximated with a single temperature component
(see also Fig. A.3). The H2 S(0) line intensity appears to be over-
estimated in most of the cases, most likely due to residual emis-
sion from a persisting rogue pixel in the IRS scans. This results
in underestimating the H2 ortho-to-para ratio (see Table 1) and
therefore derived ortho-to-para ratios should be considered only
for comparisons between the different regions. Overestimating
the S(0) intensity levels however does not appear to compro-
mise the derivation of excitation temperature or column density
as it does not have a significant impact on the quality of lin-
ear fits, with a couple of exceptions where very few H2 transi-
tions are detected. For those cases the excitation temperature is
slightly underestimated and column density overestimated. The
derived H2 excitation temperatures lie between ∼ 400 and 500K
and column densities between 1019 and 1020 cm−2. Visual ex-
tinction ranges between ∼ 10 and 20 mag, in good agreement
with extinction estimations from near-IR and X-ray observa-
tions. (Walawender et al. 2008).
A typical excitation diagram for carbon monoxide is shown
in Fig. 7; more diagrams for all other lobes are included in Ap-
pendix A. The distribution of CO lines can be well approxi-
mated with two linear segments, corresponding to two temper-
ature components. These correspond to lines detected with the
SSW and the SLW SPIRE modules and, in some cases, appear
to have a small offset. While this can result from a miscalibration
between the two modules, the offset does not appear to be consis-
tent for all lobes. CO lines from Jup 9 upwards can be optically
thin as it is shown for a large number of embedded sources in
Yıldız et al. (2012) and Yang et al. (2018). Indeed, optical depth
affects mostly SLW lines (as discussed in more detail in the pre-
vious section) and as a result, the derived number of molecules
in the upper state level of each transition for Jup<9 is underes-
timated, creating the apparent mismatch in the excitation dia-
grams. Therefore column density effects may result in slightly
underestimating the total column density of the cold component,
however derived temperature should remain unaffected. Column
densities range between ∼ 1016 and 1017 cm−2 and differ by a
factor of ∼2-3 between the cold and the warm component, while
temperatures range between ∼50 and ∼100K for the two com-
ponents. The results from the excitation analysis are detailed for
each molecule, source and outflow lobe in Table 1.
4.2. Excitation of [C i]
Given the quite different morphology revealed in the maps of the
two [C i] lines detected with SPIRE, we attempt to determine the
possible underlying excitation mechanisms.We employ the ratio
of the 3P2 -
3P1 transition at 370 µm over the
3P1 -
3P0 transition
at 610µm as a temperature probe, since these lines arise from
levels that are separated well in energies and therefore their pop-
ulation depends mainly on the efficiency of the excitation pro-
cess. We analyzed the [C i] observations employing RADEX,
which is a radiative transfer code based on the escape proba-
bility approximation (van der Tak et al. 2007). Collisional rates
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Table 1. Results form the excitation analysis
Source/outflow T(H2) N(H2) AV OPR T1(CO) N1(CO) T2(CO) N2(CO)
lobe (K) (1019cm−2) (mag) (K) (1016cm−2) (K) (1016cm−2)
SVS13A blue 520±20 9.2±0.2 17.8 1.4 61.3±2.0 14.0±5.0 93.6±5.0 14.0±2.0
SVS13A red 325±47 7.1±3.9 · · · 1.2 49.4±1.5 16.0±6.0 92.1±5.3 8.6±0.1
SVS13C blue 337±29 6.2±3.5 · · · 1.1 53.8±3.1 16.0±13.0 98.9±6.9 6.7±0.1
SVS13C red 508±15 7.1±2.2 14.4 1.1 49.6±1.5 27.0±15.0 98.7±5.5 11.0±1.0
IRAS2A W-E blue 295±30 4.5±3.0 · · · 1.1 48.8±1.6 4.3±2.8 100±8.0 1.5±0.3
IRAS2A W-E red 475±50 5.4±2.4 16.9 1.1 57.7±4.0 3.9±0.3 117.1±9.5 1.7±0.2
IRAS2A S-N blue 520±45 8.6±6.4 15.0 0.5 46.1±2.5 8.1±0.7 111.9±7.7 3.8±0.2
IRAS2A S-N red 530±10 3.9±2.1 14.8 0.7 48.0±1.9 13.0±8.0 96±6.8 3.8±0.1
IRAS4A blue 510±15 8.0±3.0 16.2 0.6 59.2±3.0 3.3±2.0 121.7±6.6 3.5±0.3
IRAS4A red 535±30 2.4±1.2 9.4 0.6 68.7±5.7 5.2±0.4 124±5.4 6.1±0.4
SK14 blue 455±35 5.0±3.2 18.7 0.7 51.9±3.0 4.3±0.3 75.7±4.8 2.2±0.4
SK14 red 239±32 3.8±1.2 · · · 0.5 64.9±3.2 4.5±0.4 107.7±5.1 3.0±0.3
SK1 blue 445±57 4.2±2.7 13 0.6 33.7±1.7 3.8±0.5 80.9±11.8 1.8±0.7
SK1 red 517±61 2.5 10 0.5 39.5±2.6 5.2±0.8 133.4±23.3 7.3±0.2
for [C i] (Schroder et al. 1991) were taken from the LAMDA1
1 https://home.strw.leidenuniv.nl/ moldata/
database. We ran a grid of RADEX models for a range of densi-
ties n between 102 and 106 cm−3, kinetic temperatures between
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10 and 200K and total carbon column densities ranging from
1015 to 1017 cm−2. The [C i] line ratio appears insensitive to vari-
ations of the total density as shown in the left panel of Fig. 8
and depends mostly on the temperature. Using this diagnostic,
we attribute a single approximate temperature to the line ratio
corresponding in each SPIRE spaxel to create the temperature
map shown in the right hand panel of Fig. 8. [C i] appears to be
warmer at the base of outflows close to known protostars reach-
ing temperatures of ∼ 100K, while in more diffuse regions ap-
pears to trace cold gas at 30 - 50K.
4.3. H2, CO and H2O mass flux carried by outflows
Being the most abundant molecule, the observations of H2 pro-
vide a unique opportunity to directly derive the total mass flux
carried out by the outflows acting in NGC1333. We employ the
method first described in Dionatos et al. (2009) where the mass
flux is derived from the H2 column density through the following
relation:
dMH2
dt
= 2µmH × N(H2) × A ×
dut
dlt
(1)
where µ is the mean atomic weight, mH is the mass of the hy-
drogen atom, N(H2) is the molecular hydrogen column density,
A corresponds to the sampled area, dut is the tangential veloc-
ity and dlt corresponds to the assumed length of the outflow.
The factor 2 in eq. 1 accounts for the two hydrogen atoms com-
prising a hydrogen molecule. The area A and length dlt of the
outflow correspond to the ellipses circumscribing the outflows
in NGC1333 as described in Plunkett et al. (2013). The col-
umn density for these areas is calculated in the excitation dia-
grams of the previous section. Outflow tangential velocities are
taken from Raga et al. (2013), based on proper motion studies of
mid-infrared knots traced in multi-epoch Spitzer/IRAC images.
Knots emission in IRAC bands is dominated by H2 emission
lines tracing shocks and therefore provide reliable measurement
of the same gas recorded in the IRS spectro-images presented
here.
Eq. 1 can be modified to provide the mass flux carried out
by any molecule X from its column density N(X) subtended in
an area A of length dlt along the path of motion, for gas moving
with a velocity as measured on the plane of the sky dut:
dMX
dt
= µmH × N(X) × A ×
dut
dlt
(2)
In the case of CO, column densities were calculated by
means of the excitation diagrams in the previous section. From
the two temperature components we employ the measurements
corresponding to the warmer one (∼100K) as it suffers less from
self-absorption and can therefore record more reliably the bulk
of the outflow gas. In order to account for the total amount of
gas we employed a “canonical” CO abundance value of 10−4.
The physical conditions dominating H2O excitation cannot be
determined from a single transition, as is the case with the
data available in this study. However an estimation of the wa-
ter column density can be derived using the relation described
in Tafalla et al. (2013), which is based on detailed local velocity
gradient (LVG) model solutions applied to a number of different
protostellar outflows:
N(H2O) [cm
−2] = 1.2 × 1012I (557 GHz) [Kkm s−1], (3)
where I is the water line intensity of the water transition at
557 GHz. In addition, we employed an abundance ratio for
water-ice of 5 × 10−5 (van Dishoeck et al. 2014), assuming that
all water is efficiently released into the gas phase even at mod-
erate outflow velocities (Suutarinen et al. 2014). Lacking any
proper motion observations for either CO or H2O, we employ
the tangential velocities from Raga et al. (2013) that were used
also in mass flux estimations of H2. It is worth mentioning here
that the same tangential velocities were also used for the mass
flux calculations of the [O i] jet in Paper I. The assumption of
a common velocity for all species is a simplification that intro-
duces uncertainties in our calculations, albeit it enables direct
comparisons. Results from the mass flux calculations for H2,
CO and H2O are reported in Table 2 separately for each out-
flow lobe, along with the length for each outflow, the tangential
velocity employed and the corresponding dynamical timescale
that is calculated from the relation:
tdyn =
dlt
dut
(4)
In Table 3 we report the total mass flux corresponding to
each protostar for all molecules discussed here, along with the
source properties such as the bolometric temperature and lumi-
nosity from Plunkett et al. (2013). Dynamical timescales in Ta-
ble 4 are the average for the two lobes reported in Table 3. To
enable direct comparisons, in the last two columns of Table 4
we report the mass flux corresponding to the [O i] jet estimated
using two different methods in Paper I.
As a general trend, the COmass flux is a factor of ∼10 higher
compared to the one corresponding to H2 which in its turn is
another factor of ∼10 higher when compared to the mass flux of
H2O. The water mass flux is of the same order of magnitude as
the one corresponding to the [O i] emission.
4.4. H2O momentum and energy
Water lines observed with HIFI are resolved and therefore the
momentum carried out by the water excited in outflows can be
calculated as discussed in Paper I using the following relation:
PH2O =
∑
vbin
Mvbin |v − vr | (5)
where the sum acts over the mass per velocity bin, v is the mean
velocity for each velocity bin and vr is the rest velocity for the
water molecule. The mass per velocity bin (Mvbin) is derived from
the column density (eq. 3) but in this case calculations are ap-
plied per velocity bin.
Mvbin = µmH × Nvbin × A (6)
The outflow energy traced by the H2O line can be derived
according to the following relation:
EH2O =
1
2
∑
vbin
Mvbin |v − vr |
2 (7)
where the mass per velocity bin is defined in equation 6 and
velocities follow the same notation as for the momentum. The
uncertainties in the mass derivation discussed above also af-
fect the estimation of the momentum and energy deposited by
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Table 2. CO, H2 and H2O mass flux, jet dynamical timescales.
Source Blue Lobe Red Lobe
aa vbt tdyn M˙H2 M˙CO M˙H2O a
a vbt tdyn M˙H2 M˙CO M˙H2O
(′′) (km s−1) (103 yr) (10−6 M⊙/yr) (
′′) (km s−1) (103 yr) (10−6 M⊙/yr)
SVS13A 122 20 6.8 3.1 23.6 0.16 163 20 9.1 1.7 18.7 0.07
SVS13C 212 100 2.4 12.7 14.1 0.82 180 10 20 1.25 23.8 0.08
IRAS2A W-E 108 15 8.1 0.29 1.39 0.01 84 15 6.2 0.36 1.32 0.02
IRAS2A S-N 188 50 4.1 3.8 29.1 0.19 133 50 2.9 3.6 60.1 0.32
IRAS4A 104 100 1.2 3.9 8.1 0.18 125 100 1.4 1.43 15.5 0.33
SK14 71 30 2.6 1.2 5.2 0.02 58 30 2.2 0.8 4.9 0.03
SK1 165 80 2.3 1.8 10.2 0.03 165 80 2.3 2.2 13.6 0.08
Notes. a Outflow lengths are adopted from (Plunkett et al. 2013).
bTangential velocities are adopted from Raga et al. (2013).
Table 3. Mass flux estimations for jets and outflows in NGC1333
Source Ta
bol
La
bol
tb
dyn
M˙H2 M˙CO M˙H2O M˙
c
[O i]
M˙c
[O i]−shock
(K) L⊙ (10
3 yr) (10−6 M⊙/yr)
SVS13A 250 59 8.0 4.8 42.3 0.23 0.19 3.81
SVS13C 36 4.9 11.2 13.9 37.9 0.90 0.18 3.34
IRAS2A W-E 57 76 7.1 0.65 2.71 0.03 0.01 0.12
IRAS2A S-N 57 76 3.5 7.4 89.2 0.51 0.08 0.76
IRAS4A 43 5.8 1.3 5.3 23.6 0.51 0.14 0.49
SK14 59 0.2 2.4 2.0 10.1 0.05 0.09 0.53
SK1 32 0.7 2.3 4.0 23.8 0.11 0.03 0.18
Notes. a Source bolometric temperatures and luminosities are from Plunkett et al. (2013).
b Dynamical scale is the average from the two lobes, as reported in Table 2.
c [OI] mass flux values are from Paper I and is reported here to enable comparisons.
Table 4. Momentum and energy estimations of jets and outflows in NGC1333.
Source Ta
bol
La
bol
tb
dyn
PH2O(×10
−2) Pc[O i](×10
−2) Pd
CO
EH2O(×10
42) Ec[O i](×10
43) Ed
CO
(×1043)
(K) L⊙ (10
3 yr) (M⊙ km s
−1) (erg)
SVS13A 250 59 8.0 2.0 8.2 4.6 7.7 17.7 17.6
SVS13C 36 4.9 11.2 4.0 6.8 5.0 14.9 14.3 21.8
IRAS2A W-E 57 76 7.1 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.4 1.0 2.1
IRAS2A S-N 57 76 3.5 1.8 1.7 3.7 6.4 4.8 12.8
IRAS4A 43 5.8 1.3 0.7 1.1 1.7 2.3 2.1 3.7
SK14 59 0.2 2.4 0.1 0.9 0.7 0.5 1.6 1.8
SK1 32 0.7 2.3 0.3 0.5 1.0 1.1 1.6 3.1
Notes. a Source bolometric temperatures and luminosities along with the CO outflow momenta and energies are from Plunkett et al. (2013)
b Dynamical scale is the average from the two lobes, as reported in Table 2.
c [OI] outflow momenta and energies are from Paper I.
d CO outflow momenta and energies are from Plunkett et al. (2013) and correspond to the CO J =2-1 line.
the outflows. Water momentum and energy values for all out-
flows are reported in in Table 4 along with the embedded source
properties. In the same table we provide the corresponding mo-
mentum and energy values for the [O i] jet and the CO outflow
(from Paper I and Plunkett et al. (2013), respectively), for com-
parisons. The momentum traced by water is in good agreement
with the values derived for [O i] but much lower than the mo-
mentum derived for CO. In addition water appears to trace a less
energetic outflow component compared to CO or [O i].
4.5. H2O abundance
Water can be formed and excited through a multitude of di-
verse pathways. A direct determination of the water abundance
requires comparison to another molecule of known abundance
which is excited through the same mechanism and tracing sim-
ilar conditions to those traced by water. Following these lines,
we calculated the water abundance based on comparisons be-
tween the H2O and H2 column densities measured in individual
outflows based on the observation that the two molecules are co-
spatial and appear to have similar line strengths (Tafalla et al.
2013). We also derived water abundances comparing the column
density of H2O to that of the warm component traced by CO,
based on the observation that intermediate J CO and water line
profiles appear to closely correlate and therefore trace the same
volume of gas (Kristensen et al. 2017). To convert CO-based wa-
ter abundances to H2 we assumed a nominal CO abundance of
10−4, however direct estimations in outflows indicate that this
number can be as low as 10−5 (Dionatos et al. 2013, 2018). We
report the results of these comparisons for the outflows driven by
each source in Tab. 5. H2O abundances based on comparisons to
H2 average to ∼ 5.3× 10
−6 while those based on comparisons to
warm CO average to ∼ 7 × 10−7.
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4.6. Molecular abundances around 03260+3111
In addition to outflow regions we measured column densities for
all molecules examined in this work within a circular region ex-
tending to a 30′′ radius around the B-star 03260+3111 to the
NE. Excitation of gas in that region is dominated by energetic
photons as also evidenced from the detection of very bright [O i]
and [C ii] emission presented in Paper I (Hollenbach & Tielens
1997), and can therefore be used as a reference to compare with
the excitation of gas occurring along outflows. Using the same
line of arguments as in the previous paragraph, we derive a water
abundance of 4.6×10−8 based on comparisons with CO (Tab. 5).
The abundance based on comparisons with molecular hydro-
gen is another factor of ∼ 6 lower than the CO-derived ones
and 103 times lower when compared to H2-based abundances
in outflows. This large discrepancy can be explained by a num-
ber of parallel-acting physical mechanisms. Photodissociation of
molecular hydrogen may occur with absorption of a photon in
the Lyman and Werner bands while at moderate column den-
sities FUV lines become optically thick and H2 begins to self-
shield against radiation at AV ≃ 2 (Hollenbach & Tielens 1997).
Water in contrast absorbs UV radiation less selectively than H2
and shields less efficiently, so it can be dissociated at higher col-
umn densities even for moderate radiation field strengths. Fur-
thermore, when H2 is dissociated then the reaction H2O + H →
OH + H2 will further collisionally dissociate water replenishing
at the same time the H2 reservoir (Kristensen et al. 2017). Sim-
ilar to water, CO shields less efficiently and at higher densities
compared to H2 which can explain the smaller discrepancy of
the CO-based water abundance measured around 03260+3111
when compared to outflows.
Interestingly, when comparing CO and H2 column densities
we derive a CO abundance of 1.5×10−5. This measurement pro-
vides additional evidence that lower CO abundances than the
“canonical” value of 10−4 may also apply in conditions very dif-
ferent than the ones prevailing in outflows, and hints that a lower
value may be more appropriate in dense regions independently
of the particular excitation conditions.
Table 5. Water abundance in outflows
Source Xa
H2O
(×10−6) Xb
H2O
(×10−7)
SVS13A 4.7 3.3
SVS13C 6.4 5.1
IRAS2A W-E 4.6 8.2
IRAS2A S-N 6.6 7.8
IRAS4A 9.6 9.9
SK14 2.5 12.1
SK1 2.7 2.2
03260+3111c 0.007 0.46
IRAS4Ad · · · 17.6
Notes. aBased on comparison between water and molecular hydro-
gen column densities. bBased on comparisons between the water and
“warm” carbon monoxide column densities and adopting a CO abun-
dance of 10−4. cPhoton-dominated region. dOn-source
5. Discussion
In the following discussion we attempt to shed light on physical
processes responsible for the excitation the various molecules
and the different kinematical/dynamical components they trace.
Our aim is to set a reference for the use and limitations of dif-
ferent tracers in constraining jet and outflow properties. Water
emission in particular is discussed in the context of its abun-
dance variations along with possible formation and excitation
pathways.
5.1. H2 and CO
Molecular hydrogen appears brightest around the intermediate-
mass sources to the NE of the Spitzer maps indicating heat-
ing under the influence of energetic UV radiation from those
sources. In particular the H2 emission morphology around
BD+30459 traces a shell-like structure with the source posi-
tioned at the center. In the central regions of the map H2 is ex-
cited around HH6, HH12 and SVS13; It appears brightest at the
location of the HH 7-11 outflow and also at a symmetrical out-
flow structure to the northwest of the driving source SVS13. To
the south, H2 emission delineates a web of interlaced linear and
bow-shaped features tracing extended emission from molecular
jets and outflows. Despite the limited sensitivity of the Spitzer
maps it is clear that H2 emission does not trace the bulk of the
outflowingmaterial but is rather confined in certain regions. This
is consistent with the result from Paper I that [O i] maps closely
follow the H2 morphology, which indicates that both tracers are
excited in shocks. Inline with our analysis, H2 traces warm gas
with temperatures of ∼450K while in more sensitive maps a
hot component at T∼1000K is also commonly observed (e.g.
Maret et al. 2009; Dionatos et al. 2009, 2010a). Such an inter-
pretation is also consistent with the intrinsic properties of H2,
that, as a very light molecule, has its first excited rotational lev-
els at energies above 300K.
The mass flux traced by H2 is at least an order of magnitude
higher compared to that derived from [O i], under the assump-
tion that the two elements move at the same velocity. When such
shock interfaces are examined in detail, H2 appears to be excited
at the flanks of a bow-shock while atomic lines become bright at
the shock-head (Dionatos et al. 2014) and therefore the assump-
tion of a common velocity between the two species appears to be
an oversimplification. If the mass flux traced by the two compo-
nents is preserved, then [O i] should be moving a factor between
10 and 20 faster than H2. The mass flux traced by H2 therefore
corresponds to the mass of the gas excited in energetic shocks
(internal working surfaces) along the jet-propagation path.
Depending on the excitation conditions 12CO may trace di-
verse excitation processes. While low-J transitions are in gen-
eral optically thick, emission from the line wings can trace high
velocity gas in outflows. At the limit emission becomes opti-
cally thin (for Jup ∼ 8-9 Yang et al. 2018),
12CO appears to trace
gas excited in shocks or gas heated under the influence of ultra-
violet radiation. This transition is readily evidenced in the CO
maps of Fig. 4, especially for the transitions falling in the short-
wavelength SPIRE module.
Comparing the mass flux derived from the CO lines mapped
by SPIRE to the H2 mass flux, the latter is found lower by an
order of magnitude on average. When the abundances of the
two molecules are considered this result appears counterintuitive
and can only be explained in the context of the H2 excitation in
shocks. In this respect, low-excitation CO lines pick up the bulk
of the outflowing material in a turbulent layer surrounding the
protostellar jet. H2 in contrast, despite being the most abundant
molecule does not capture the total mass of the gas entrained in
outflows. It is only CO lines of higher excitation energy (above
Jup ∼ 14) that start tracing gas excited in shocks rather than the
turbulent mixing layer and therefore it is only those, higher-J
lines that can trace the same excitation conditions as H2 (e.g.,
Yıldız et al. 2013; Kristensen et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2018).
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5.2. H2O
Continuing the discussion from Section 3.2, the water-line pro-
files can be decomposed into two distinct components: a nar-
row, weaker component moving close to the systemic velocity
of the cloud with a width of just ∼2–3 km s−1, and a faster com-
ponent forming line wings which extend to ∼25 km s−1 and is
associated to outflows. The distribution of the narrow compo-
nent in Fig. 3, shows that it strongly peaks around the interme-
diate mass sources to the north and especially around the B-star
03260+3111. Strong emission from [O i], [C ii], H2, [C i] and CO
at the same location provide evidence that UV radiation from the
star creates a photon dominated region (PDR) in its surroundings
(Hollenbach & Tielens 1997). The narrow emission component
is therefore associated with the influence of UV radiation and
when traced, it can help diversify between the underlying ex-
citation processes. Other regions in the narrow component map
(Fig. 3) where water emission can attest the influence of UV
heating are found to the west of HH 12, along HH 7-11 and
in the vicinity of the IRAS4 system. Maps of 12CO transitions
with Jup ≥ 9 display emission maxima at exactly the same loca-
tions, providing evidence that intermediate excitation CO lines
can have an important component that is driven by UV heat-
ing. These findings are also in agreement with the analysis of
Yıldız et al. (2012) where the narrow component of the CO 6-5
line along the outflow cavities from IRAS4A/4B is interpreted
to be resulting from the UV heating of the gas. When comparing
the excitation conditions and outflow kinematical properties, no
apparent difference is found between outflows with and without
signatures of UV heating indicating that the influence of UV ra-
diation is rather localized and smoothed out at the outflow scales
used for our calculations. This is also consistent with the distri-
bution of [C ii] which appears prominent in dense photodissoci-
ation regions but is not detected along outflows.
The morphology of the faster H2O component is very simi-
lar to the emission maps of jets and outflows traced by [O i], CO
and H2. The bulk of the H2O outflow velocity correlates well
with the velocity distribution for the bulk of [O i], with a ma-
jor difference being that H2O emission traces velocities up to
15 km s−1 as opposed to 50 km s−1 reached in the [O i] maps.
At those velocities we expect that most of the water should be
released into the gas phase through sputtering (Suutarinen et al.
2014; Kristensen et al. 2017). The distribution of the integrated
H2O intensity maps does not appear to follow the bulk H2O out-
flow velocity pattern (see Fig. 3), indicating that water emis-
sion is deficient in fast shocks and predominantly originates
from material coasting in outflows after having been accel-
erated in shocks. Line wings of water trace velocities up to
∼30 km s−1, which is in agreement with the predictions for
the dissociation of the molecule at higher velocities in J-shocks
(Suutarinen et al. 2014). Water reformation through warm gas-
phase reactions is possible in the post-shock cooling zone, how-
ever estimated timescales are very long for typical outflow den-
sities (Kristensen et al. 2017).
Based on pointed HIFI observations of water lines around a
sample of embedded protostars, Mottram et al. (2014) proposed
a decomposition of the line profile to three components: (i) a
very narrow component close to the cloud systemic velocity cor-
responding to emission from the envelope, (ii) a intermediate
component arising from shocks along the cavity walls and (iii)
fast components corresponding to molecular bullets or all other
locations where the low-velocity wind directly impacts the enve-
lope. The narrow component map in Fig. 3 shows that energetic
radiation can escape inside outflow cavities but it can also be
generated in-situ from the action of fast shocks (e.g. HH 7-11).
The maximum velocity reached for the bulk of the H2O gas in
the line-centroid maps is ± 15 km s−1, which reflects exactly the
same limits set for the “cavity shocks” in Mottram et al. (2014)
and possibly traces gas that is coasting in outflows after being
accelerated. These boundaries also reflect a possible a physical
limit where most of water is dissociated in shocks and not re-
plenished at the same rate in the post-shock cooling zone. Water
emission at higher velocities is rather localized as demonstrated
in the velocity-channel maps of Fig. A.1, which is consistent
with the formation/excitation in molecular bullets.
Water emission peaks in the surroundings of the IRAS 4 sys-
tem as seen in the integrated emission maps of Fig. 3, while
the maximum is found at the location of IRAS 4A. Higher ex-
citation water emission lines in the outflows of IRAS 4B have
been previously reported by Herczeg et al. (2012) where a ∼50%
of the cooling was measured to take place through water lines
(Karska et al. 2018). The water line profile around IRAS 4A
(Fig. 2) displays signatures of both radiative and outflow compo-
nents. High velocity outflows are also prominent in the water ve-
locity channel maps of Fig. A.1. Signatures of UV-heated gas ex-
tending in the outflow cavities of IRAS 4A have been isolated in
the narrow component of 12CO and 13CO 6-5 lines (Yıldız et al.
2012). Such radiation can alternatively be produced in accretion
shocks very close to the forming star and then scatter to large
distances in the outflow cavities before being absorbed heating
up the material in the cavity walls (Spaans et al. 1995).
The water abundance with respect to CO for a circular re-
gion of a 10′′ radius centered on IRAS 4A measures 1.7×10−6,
which is a factor of 2 higher than the abundance measured in
the outflows of the same source and at least 50% higher than
any other measurement in outflow positions. The angular reso-
lution of the CO and H2O maps does not allow us to isolate the
source from the outflow positions, however the observed abun-
dance enhancement must be resulting from the area very close to
IRAS 4A which is not included in the abundance calculations of
the outflows. These findings are consistent with the best-fitting
water abundance profile used to model the profiles of multiple
water transitions around IRAS 4A (Mottram et al. 2013), where
the abundance is found to sharply increase in the inner 100 au
from the source. Energetic radiation from the central source can-
not account for the observed water enhancement as the example
of 03260+3111 shows that the net effect of UV-heating would
be to decrease rather than increase the water abundance. Gas
phase chemistry in outflows could increase the water abundance
up to a factor of 2 (Suutarinen et al. 2014), however it is hard to
explain why such an enhancement would selectively take place
at the base of outflows and not further out. Yet the outflows of
IRAS 4A appear to be an exceptional case; following the Gaus-
sian decomposition of Mottram et al. (2014), these outflows pos-
sess a uniquely fast “spot-shock” component which is however
not shifted from the source velocity and therefore appears to
arise from the envelope cavities rather than a fast jet.
In this respect, a water reservoir may preexist frozen onto
the dust grains in the protostellar envelope, and is evaporated
where temperatures reach above ∼100K. In such a case similar
water reservoirs should exist in the envelope of most, if not all
YSOs, however no similar behavior is traced anywhere else in
NGC1333. This suggests that IRAS 4A is a particular case un-
like any other YSO in our maps. Indeed, when observed with
interferometers IRAS4A is resolved into a binary system, where
the weaker (A2) component is displaying complex chemical sig-
natures of a hot corino (Bottinelli et al. 2004; Sahu et al. 2019).
Interferometric observations of H18
2
O (Persson et al. 2012) con-
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firm that water emission is coincident with IRAS 4A2 and a se-
ries of shocks in the NS direction while no water emission is seen
to arise from IRAS 4A1. In this scenario, hot corinos display sig-
nificant emission from molecules that were inherited from the
prestellar phase and survive frozen on the dust grains within their
envelopes until they are heated and released in this phase for the
first time. Deuterium fractionation and a very low ortho-to-para
ratio of water in particular favors grain-surface formation at very
low temperatures during the prestellar phase (Ceccarelli et al.
2014; Dionatos 2020). Maintaining primordial material in their
envelopes may indicate that such sources are younger compared
to other YSOs seen in the field, which appear to have processed
and exhausted the reservoir of primordial ices in their envelopes.
This scenario is also consistent with the abundance increase in
the inner envelope implied by models (Mottram et al. 2013) and
can explain the exceptional high velocity water which is not ob-
served in other sources (e.g., Fig. A.1, Mottram et al. 2014).
Assuming all volatile oxygen which is not locked up in CO,
is bound in water, and that all water is in the gas phase, then
the water abundance with respect to H2 in thermodynamic equi-
librium is estimated to be 5 − 6 × 10−4 (van Dishoeck et al.
2014). Abundance estimations in this work are at best a factor
of ten lower compared to the expected values but are in agree-
ment with determinations based on a variety of other observa-
tions and methods (e.g., Bjerkeli et al. 2012; Tafalla et al. 2013;
Kristensen et al. 2017). Water abundance estimations based on
CO are a factor of ∼10 lower compared to the ones based on
H2 with the exception of the PDR around 03260+3111 where
this relation is inverted mainly due to the very different re-
sponses of water and H2 to UV heating (photodissociation vs
self-shielding). In some cases water has been reported to closely
follow the emission pattern of H2 (Tafalla et al. 2013), how-
ever, the spatial correlation between the two molecules is not
clear in the maps presented here. In addition in the case UV-
heating is present, then water abundances derived from compar-
isons with H2 can be severely underestimated. In contrast, CO
appears to be a better proxy for estimating water abundances as
both molecules are affected in a similar way under the influence
of UV radiation, while their resolved velocity profiles indicate
that they trace the same volume of gas (Kristensen et al. 2017).
The main mechanism leading to lower water abundances
than expected is not yet clear. As demonstrated in the PDR re-
gion, UV-heating can efficiently reduce water abundance and
in fact, even modest radiation field strengths are sufficient to
account for the observed abundance values (Kristensen et al.
2017). The narrow component water map however confirms that
UV heating may have an influence along HH 7-11 and the out-
flow of IRAS4A but not in other outflows. In these two particular
cases the water abundance does not appear to vary significantly
when compared to other outflows and therefore it is not clear
what is the net effect of energetic radiation along the outflow
cavities. On the other hand, UV heating may be ubiquitous in
outflows but not traced in our maps due to the available sensi-
tivity. Fast moving material in outflows can produce dissociative
J-shocks, which seem to provide a convincing alternative that
can explain the observed water abundance deficiency. The mass
flux and momentum carried by water in outflows is comparable
with the values measured for [O i] that traces fast shocks, and
this link provides additional support to the shock-dissociation
scenario for water.
6. Conclusions
We presented Spitzer and Herschel spectral mapping observa-
tions of the NGC1333 star-forming region. Spitzer maps com-
prise of slit-scan observations using the long-slit IRS modules
and record emission of molecular hydrogen. Herschel observa-
tions provide a velocity resolved map of water at 557GHz ob-
tained with HIFI and a series of CO and [C i] line maps ob-
served with SPIRE. H2 and CO emission was analyzed by means
of excitation diagrams and mass flux was calculated for each
molecule and outflow. The water mass flux was in addition cal-
culated using a model derived description relating the water line
intensity and the column density of the molecule. The velocity
resolved lines for water were employed to calculate the momen-
tum and energy of the outflows and compare it with previous
estimations of other outflow tracers. Finally we calculated the
abundance of water based on comparisons with CO and H2 for
all outflows and a few more positions of particular interest. The
main results of our analysis can be summarized as follows:
– Morphologically, molecular hydrogen traces emission re-
lated to sources of energetic radiation and, at lower levels,
to outflows.
– Water lines are resolved to a narrow (slow) and a wide
(fast) component.When present, the narrow component con-
tributes up to ∼ 5% of the total line luminosity. Its spatial
distribution indicates that it is excited in regions where UV
heating is active. The fast component appears to trace gas
coasting in outflows after being accelerated in fast shocks as
suggested from comparisons between the velocity centroid
and integrated emission maps.
– Integrated line emission of water peaks on IRAS 4A showing
at the same time an abundance increase of at least a factor of
two compared to all other regions in NGC1333. While out-
flow and UV-heating signatures are present in the line pro-
file, these processes alone are not sufficient to explain the
observed water enhancement. The fact that IRAS 4A2 is a
hot corino can provide reasonable grounds to interpret the
difference in the water emission between IRAS 4A and other
protostars in NGC1333. The nature of IRAS 4A2 is also con-
firmed with the serendipitous detection of acetone or methyl-
formate in the HIFI maps.
– SPIRE maps of carbon monoxide trace progressively deeper
layers into NGC1333 with increasing upper level energy of
the transitions. Emission becomes optically thin at Jup ∼ 9.
Higher excitation CO transitions have similar morphological
characteristics to the H2 maps, being highly excited around
the B-stars in the north but also tracing the complex web
of outflows in the south. Intermediate J CO lines appear to
peak at the locations where the narrow H2O component be-
comes brighter, suggesting that a component of the interme-
diate J CO emission is sensitive to UV radiation. Radiative
heating must be acting on small scales as it produces no ob-
servable differences in the excitation and kinematics between
outflows with and without UV signatures.
– A similar optical depth effect to CO is observed also for the
two [C i] emission lines detected with SPIRE, as the higher
excitation transition appears to be excited around known pro-
tostellar sources. Temperature maps based on RADEX mod-
els show that [C i] traces warm (∼100K)material around pro-
tostellar envelopes.
– Excitation analysis shows that H2 traces warm (∼500K) gas
excited in outflows. A derived Av value of ∼ 15 mag along
the outflows is consistent with previous estimations in the
same region. Excitation of CO lines detected with SPIRE
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is best approximated with two temperatures of ∼ 50K and
100K while column densities range from ∼ 1019 cm−2 for
H2 to ∼ 10
16 cm−2 for CO.
– COmass flux is measured to be an order of magnitude higher
compared to H2 and two orders of magnitude relative to H2O.
At the limit that the emission becomes optically thin, CO
appears to trace the bulk of the outflow mass while H2 and
H2O are probing the mass of the gas excited in shocks. The
mass flux discrepancy between H2 and H2O can be explained
by dissociation of water in shocks, which is also consistent
with the low abundance measurements. This scenario is fur-
ther supported by the observations that the H2O momentum
and energy correlates well with the [O i] measurements from
Paper I
– Water abundance in outflows averages from 7× 10−7 and
5× 10−6, based on comparisons with CO and H2, respec-
tively. CO- and H2-based water abundances are a factor of
10 and 103 lower in the PDR around the B-star 03260+3111,
primarily due to the different responses of molecules to ener-
getic radiation. Therefore UV heating can explain the lower
water abundances, however the narrowH2O component indi-
cates that radiation may be active in only a couple of cases,
and for those outflows significant abundance variations are
observed. Dissociation of water in shocks on the other hand
is consistent with the results of the morphological, kinemat-
ical and excitation analysis and provides the only alterna-
tive pathway to interpret the observed water abundance defi-
ciency.
– CO at the limit that it becomes optically thin is a safer proxy
to estimate water abundances than H2, as it has a closer re-
sponse to UV fields and traces the same velocity components
in outflows as water.
The observations presented here but also in (Paper I) demon-
strate the power of large-scale maps in interpreting emission
from complex systems such as low-mass protostars in a con-
sistent way. They also underline the importance of such maps
as opposed to pointed observations in performing consistent
comparisons between sources and identifying the ones that ap-
pear to have particular properties. While the role of the various
molecules in tracing diverse processes starts taking shape, ob-
servations of mid-infrared and far infrared lines at higher spec-
tral and angular resolution in the future will be important to un-
derstand the detailed mechanisms governing the excitation and
cooling of protostellar jets. To this end, observationswith SOFIA
and soon JWST along with the future missions such as SPICA
will play an important role in deciphering the role of protostellar
ejecta as a feedback mechanism in star-formation.
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Appendix A: Additional maps and figures
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Fig. A.1. Channel maps of the water line displaying the integrated emis-
sion at different velocity intervals which are indicated on the top right
corner of each panel.
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Fig. A.2. Map of a narrow line, possibly from either acetone
((CH3)2CO) or methyl formate (CH3OCHO). Being excited in the vicin-
ity of embedded sources, it may trace hot-corino activity.
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Fig. A.3. Excitation diagrams for the H2 fluxes extracted from Spitzer within the elliptical regions.
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Fig. A.4. Excitation diagrams for the H2 fluxes extracted from Spitzer within the elliptical regions.
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Fig. A.5. Excitation diagrams for CO fluxes extracted from the SPIRE maps
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Fig. A.6. Excitation diagrams for CO fluxes extracted from the SPIRE maps
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